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Abstract We compute the perturbative short-time expan-
sion for the transition amplitude of a particle in curved space
time, by employing dimensional regularization (DR) to treat
the divergences which occur in some Feynman diagrams.
The present work generalizes known results where DR was
applied to the computation of one-loop effective actions,
which in the worldline approach are linked to particle path
integrals on the circle, i.e. with periodic boundary condi-
tions. The main motivation of the present work comes from
revived interest in particle transition amplitudes in curved
space-times, due to their use in the recently proposed world-
line quantum field theory (in curved space-time).
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1 Introduction

In flat space-time, first-quantized approaches to the compu-
tation of quantum field theory observables have been known
since the fifties, after a pair of renowned Feynman’s papers
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[1,2], which devised a wordline approach to the scalar QED
propagator. However, these approaches have been system-
atically used only after the work of Bern and Kosower [3],
and Strassler [4], who derived compact master formulas for
photon and gluon amplitudes at one loop. Soon after, a gen-
eralization of such formulas for the case of a scalar particle
line coupled to photons was proposed by Daikouji et al. [5].
For the case of worldline path integrals on the circle, i.e. with
periodic boundary conditions, several applications soon fol-
lowed these papers, ranging from multiloop calculations [6],
finite temperature computations [7,8], the inclusion of con-
stant external electromagnetic fields [9–11] and Heisenberg–
Euler lagrangians [12], and many more. Worldline path inte-
grals on the line were used instead to compute, for instance,
thermal Green’s functions [13], to represent scalar and Dirac
propagators [14,15], as well as open line spin factors [16],
and more recently in the worldgraph approach [17,18] and to
obtain master formulas from the photon-dressed Dirac prop-
agators [19]—see the review papers [20,21] for an extensive
bibliography and a summary of classic and more recent appli-
cations.

The inclusion of gravity in the worldline formalism was
instead considered more recently, even though a generaliza-
tion of the Bern–Kosower rules which includes gravity was
already proposed by Bern, Dunbar and Shimada in Ref. [22].
The main reason for this delay is that the use of the world-
line formalism in curved spaces is linked to the construction
and the computation of particle path integrals whose actions
are non-linear sigma models. The treatment of such theories
had been the source of some controversy in the past. How-
ever, all the fog was dispelled a couple of decades ago, and
various applications have been considered ever since, rang-
ing from one-loop effective actions and graviton amplitudes
[23–25], higher spin fields [26,27], gravitational corrections
to Heisenberg–Euler lagrangians [28] and spinning particle
representations for Einstein gravity [29]—see the book [30]
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for a comprehensive review. However, a master formula for
the computation of tree-level and loop amplitudes involving
an arbitrary number of gravitons, akin to the Bern–Kosower
one, is still lacking and would be quite welcome. In fact,
recently there was a revival of interest on the applications
of the gravitational worldline formalism. Important appli-
cations which may benefit of such formulas, are the use of
worldline particle path integrals in curved space on the line,
in what was recently dubbed “worldline quantum field the-
ory” [31],1 the worldline approach to the computations of
amplitudes with gravitons (see e.g. [33]), as well as the appli-
cations of color-kinematics duality to gravity [34,35] within
the Bern–Dunbar–Shimada formalism [22], along the lines
of what recently done for gluon amplitudes within the Bern–
Kosower formalism [36].

From the worldline viewpoint, one of the main issues to
tackle is the necessity of employing a regularization scheme
to correctly compute the path integrals. In fact, at the pertur-
bative level, the presence of derivative interactions in the non-
linear sigma model implies that single Feynamn diagrams can
be superficially divergent or, at best, ambiguous due to the
presence of products of distributions. In turn, along with the
regularization, a counterterm potential is obviously needed.
However, being the field theory a one-dimensional represen-
tation of particle quantum mechanics, it is overall finite and
no infinite renormalization is thus necessary; i.e. the coun-
terterm potential is finite and local. However, different regu-
larization schemes come along with different potentials. The
most used regularizations in such context are “Time Slicing”
(TS), “Mode Regularization” (MR) and “Dimensional Reg-
ularization” (DR)—see Ref. [30]. The main common feature
of the first two is the presence of a non-covariant counterterm
potential, whereas the last one only needs a covariant poten-
tial [37]—see also Refs. [38–40] for earlier constructions,
and Ref. [41] for a higher-loop test, based on the computa-
tion of the trace anomaly for a scalar field in six dimensions.
Hence, in the optics of using such theories in the computation
of amplitudes with gravitons, and for the recent applications
mentioned above it is helpful to single out the most efficient
scheme. On the one hand, TS is the most straightforward, as
it is rooted directly to the first-principled formulation of the
path integral, which originates from the multiple slicing of the
(operatorial) particle transition amplitude. As such, it is also
the natural one to be used in non-perturbative numeric (Monte
Carlo) approaches [42]. Moreover, in perturbative computa-
tions it requires no integration by parts (i.b.p.) to compute
the particle transition amplitude, yet it needs a non-covariant
counterterm which may result somewhat inconvenient. On

1 However, in the computation of observables associated to the classical
scattering of black holes, the issues associated to the regularization
scheme, discussed in the present manuscript, appear not be relevant
[32].

the other hand, DR does involve only a covariant counterterm
but requires some specific manipulations, namely specific
i.b.p.’s, to cast the worldline integrand in a form which can
be computed unambiguously, removing the regulator. More-
over, DR was proposed and tested in the computation of QFT
one-loop effective actions, i.e. with periodic boundary condi-
tions. Thus, in order to make contact with the aforementioned
recent work which involve particle path integrals with open
boundary condition, i.e. on the line, we consider it helpful
to extend and test the regularization in such context. This is
the main goal of the present manuscript, and we achieve it
by computing, via dimensional regularization, the short-time
transition amplitude for a particle on curved space, at three
loops, using Riemann Normal Coordinates, which yields the
heat kernel expansion of the particle at quadratic order in the
propagating time.

The manuscript is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we intro-
duce the worldline path integrals in curved space, in Sect. 3.1
we describe the short-time transition amplitude and, specif-
ically, the use of dimensional regularization, and we give
some conclusions in Sect. 4—a pair of technical Appendices
are included at the end.

2 Worldline path integrals in curved space

The classical dynamics of a unit-mass non-relativistic point
particle in a D-dimensional curved space, and subject to a
scalar potential, can be described by means of a non-linear
sigma model

S[x] =
∫ t

0
dt

[
1

2
gμν(x)ẋ

μ ẋν − V (x)

]
. (2.1)

However, such action can as well be used in the worldline
description of a relativistic point-particle in a D-dimensional
curved space-time, via the Brink–Di Vecchia–Howe formu-
lation. For this reason we prefer to use greek indices to repre-
sent the particle coordinates, which could be purely spatial for
a nonrelativistic particle, or euclideanized space-time ones
for a relativistic particle. Moreover, note that in the worldline
description of a relativistic scalar particle in curved space, the
potential V may represent the (non-minimal) coupling of the
scalar field to the curvature, i.e. V = αR.

At the quantum level, the transition amplitude for the
particle described by Eq. (2.1), satisfies the associated
Schrödinger equation. In the present manuscript we prefer
to Wick rotate the time variable, i t =: β, and study the heat
kernel which is the solution of the heat equation

−∂βK (x, x ′;β) =
[

− 1

2
∇2 + V (x)

]
K (x, x ′;β), (2.2)
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where ∇2 is the covariant Laplacian. The previous equation
is thus linked to the Euclidean action

S[x] =
∫ β

0
dt

[
1

2
gμν(x)ẋ

μ ẋν + V (x)

]
. (2.3)

At short ‘time’ β, the solution to the heat equation (2.2) can
be expressed as the so-called heat-kernel expansion and reads

K (x, x ′;β) = 1

(2πβ)
D
2

e−σ(x,x ′)/β
∞∑
n=0

an(x, x
′)βn, (2.4)

where the an are the so-called Seleey–DeWitt coefficients
and σ(x, x ′) is the Synge function which amounts to half the
geodesic distance between x and x ′.

In the path integral approach to the computation of the
heat kernel in curved space a few issues have to be tack-
led. Firstly, space-time reparametrization invariance must be
implemented both in the action and in the path integral mea-
sure, i.e. formally such measure reads

Dx =
∏

0<t<β

∏
μ

√
g(x(t))dxμ(t), (2.5)

which, in turn, can be exponentiated by means of Lee–Yang
ghosts (first introduced in this context by Bastianelli in Ref.
[43])

Dx = Dx
∫

DaDbDc e− ∫ β
0 dt 1

2 gμν(x(t))
(
aμaν (t)+bμcν (t)

)
,

(2.6)

where, with D·, we indicate Poincaré-invariant measures, i.e.

Dx =
∏

0<t<β

∏
μ

dxμ(t), (2.7)

for the coordinates, and similarly for the “commuting ghosts”
aμ, and for the “anticommuting ghosts” bμ and cμ. More-
over, a specific regularization scheme must be implemented
in order to correctly compute the path integral, and suitable
counterterms must be provided. In the present manuscript
we employ “Dimensional Regularization” in the short time
perturbative approach to the transition amplitude.

Thus, the transition amplitude can be written as

K (x, x ′;β) =
∫
L
DxDaDbDc e− ∫ 0

−1 dτ
[

1
2β

gμν(x)
(
ẋμ ẋν+aμaν+bμcν

)
+β(V (x)+VDR(x))

]
(2.8)

where we have used a rescaled time τ = t
β

− 1 (and also
redefined the ghost fields to absorb a factor of β), VDR is
the aforementioned counterterm potential and L refers to the

fact that we are integrating over a “line” topology, i.e. with
paths satisfying the boundary conditions

L : xμ(−1) = xμ, xμ(0) = x ′μ (2.9)

whereas ghost fields have vanishing Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions.

In such a case, it is convenient to split the coordinate path
as the sum of a background which satisfies the flat space
geodesic equation, and quantum fluctuations

xμ(τ) = x ′μ − ξμτ︸ ︷︷ ︸
xμ
bg(τ )

+qμ(τ), ξμ := xμ − x ′μ,

qμ(0) = qμ(−1) = 0, (2.10)

and Taylor expand the metric about the final point. In par-
ticular, we will be using a particular set of coordinates, i.e.
Riemann normal coordinates (RNC) centered at the point x ′μ,
taken as the origin, i.e. x ′μ|RNC = 0. The metric expansion
(to the needed order) thus reads

gμν(z) = gμν(0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
δμν

+1

3
Rαμνβ(0)zαzβ + 1

6
∇γ Rαμνβ(0)zαzβ zγ

+
[

1

20
∇δ∇γ Rαμνβ(0) + 2

45
Rαμσβ Rγ νσ δ(0)

]

× zαzβ zγ zδ + O(z5), (2.11)

where zμ is a generic point on the manifold, in RNC, and
the underbrace in the previous expression is meant to con-
vey the information that we can always rotate the metric at
the origin to the flat metric. Note that the choice of RNC is
particularly convenient, since the linear term is absent in the
metric expansion.

The action in Eq. (2.8), splits into a quadratic part with flat
metric for the quantum fields (the linear parts in q̇ integrates
to zero),

S2[ξ ; q, a, b, c] = 1

2β
δμνξ

μξν

+ 1

2β

∫ 0

−1
dτ δμν

(
q̇μq̇ν + aμaν + bμcν

)
(2.12)

and an interaction part

Sint [ξ ; q, a, b, c] = S4 + S5 + S6 + · · · , (2.13)
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where,

S4 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ 1

6β
Rαμνβ(0)(−ξατ + qα)(−ξβτ + qβ)

×
[( − ξμ + q̇μ)

( − ξν + q̇ν) + aμaν + bμcν

]

+ β Ṽ (0), (2.14)

S5 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ 1

12β
∇γ Rαμνβ(0)(−ξατ + qα)(−ξβτ + qβ)

× (−ξγ τ + qγ )

[( − ξμ + q̇μ)
( − ξν + q̇ν)

+ aμaν + bμcν

]
+ β

∫ 0

−1
dτ ∂α Ṽ (0)(−ξατ + qα),

(2.15)

S6 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ

(
1

40β
∇δ∇γ Rαμνβ(0) + 1

45β
Rαμσβ Rγ ν

σ
δ(0)

)

× (−ξατ + qα)(−ξβτ + qβ)(−ξγ τ + qγ )

× (−ξδτ + qδ)

[( − ξμ + q̇μ)
( − ξν + q̇ν)

+ aμaν + bμcν

]

+
∫ 0

−1
dτ

β
2 ∂α∂β Ṽ (0)(−ξατ + qα)(−ξβτ + qβ)

(2.16)

and we have defined Ṽ := V +VDR . The expansion has been
displayed only till the order needed below and the under-
scripts refer to the number of legs presents in the different
vertices—note that potential terms are of order β2 higher than
the metric expansion, thus they effectively have four more
legs than the corresponding metric expansion terms. Indeed,
as far as the β power counting goes, each leg (background
ξα or quantum fluctuation qα) yields a power 1

2 , since the
background has a Gaussian weight ξ2/2β—see Eq. (2.12)—
, whereas the fluctuations have Green’s functions which are
linear in β—see Eq. (2.17) below. Each vertex, which comes
from the expansion of the metric, yields a power − 1, whereas
vertices that are associated to the power-series expansion of
the potential are worth it a power + 1.

From (2.12) one obtains the Green’s functions (propaga-
tors) for the quantum fields, which can be written as

〈qμ(τ)qν(σ )〉 = −βδμν�(τ, σ )

〈aμ(τ)aν(σ )〉 = βδμν�gh(τ, σ )

〈bμ(τ)cν(σ )〉 = −2βδμν�gh(τ, σ )

(2.17)

where

••�(τ, σ ) = �gh(τ, σ ) = δ(τ, σ ), (2.18)

where left (right) dot means derivative with respect to τ (σ )—
the functional form of the qq propagator and its derivatives
are reported in the Appendix A. Here it is important to stress
the well-known feature of the interacting action above, that
it presents derivative interactions, which give rise to super-
ficially divergent Feynman diagrams and ambiguities, that
are associated to products of distributions. For this simple
reason, which has been known for decades it is necessary to
regulate the computation of single Feynman diagrams which
contribute to the short-time expansion of the transition ampli-
tude. In fact, although the importance of regularization has
been known for long time—and it sometimes lead to erro-
neous results—, it seems to have been neglected even in
recent publications, which make use of such transition ampli-
tudes in curved spaces.

3 The short-time expansion of the transition amplitude

The expression of the transition amplitude at order β2, is
given by the three-loop expansion of the worldline action
described in the previous section, i.e. by using the (Gaus-
sian) path integral average of the interacting action. This can
be easily seen by using the power counting rules described
above. For instance, the term S6 provides a contribution of
order β2. Its first addendum, comes from the metric expan-
sion: it has an overall 1

β
factor, and has six coordinates, which

count as β3, and gives rise to a three-loop ‘daisy’ diagram.
Thus, given the free path integral normalization

∫ q(0)=0

q(−1)=0
DqDaDbDc e− ∫ 0

−1 dτ 1
2β

δμν

(
q̇μq̇ν+aμaν+bμcν

)

= 1

(2πβ)D/2 , (3.1)

we obtain

K (x, x ′;β) = e
− 1

2β
δμνξμξν

(2πβ)D/2

〈
e−Sint

〉

= e
− 1

2β
δμνξμξν

(2πβ)D/2 e−
(〈
S4

〉
+
〈
S5

〉
+
〈
S6

〉)
+ 1

2

〈
S2

4

〉
conn

+···
)

= e
− 1

2β
δμνξμξν

(2πβ)D/2

[
1 − (〈

S4
〉 + 〈

S5
〉 + 〈

S6
〉)

+ 1
2

〈
S2

4

〉
conn + 1

2

〈
S4

〉2 + · · ·
]
, (3.2)

and the expectation values are computed using Wick’s the-
orem with the Green’s functions (2.17), and derivatives
thereof. They read (all the tensors are evaluated at the origin
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of RNC),

〈
S4

〉 = − 1
6 Rαβ ξαξβ I1 + β

6 R I2 + β Ṽ (3.3)〈
S5

〉 = 1
12∇γ Rαβ ξαξβξγ I3 − β

6 ∇αR ξα I4 + β
2 ∇α Ṽ ξα

(3.4)〈
S6

〉 = −( 1
40∇δ∇γ Rαβ + 1

45 Rαλσβ Rγ
λσ

δ

)
ξαξβξγ ξδ I5

+ ( β
40∇2Rαβ + β

20∇λ∇σ Rαλσβ

+ β
45 RαλRβ

λ + β
30 RαλσρRβ

λσρ
)
ξαξβ I6

+ ( β
20∇α∇β R + 2β

45 Rαλσβ R
λσ

+ β
20∇λ∇αRβλ − β

20∇λ∇σ Rαλσβ − β
45 RαλRβ

λ

+ β
30 RαλσρRβ

λσρ
)
ξαξβ I7

− (β2

20 ∇2R + β2

45 R
2
λσ + β2

30 R
2
λσρτ

)
I8

− β2

2 ∇2Ṽ I9 + β
6 ∇α∇β Ṽ ξαξβ (3.5)〈

S2
4

〉
conn = 1

36 Rαλσβ Rγ
λσ

δ ξαξβξγ ξδ I10

− β
9 RαλRβ

λ ξαξβ I11 − β
9 Rαλσβ R

λσ ξαξβ I12

− β
6 Rαλρσ Rβ

λσρ ξαξβ I13

+ β2

18 R
2
λσ I14 + β2

12 R
2
λσρξ I15 (3.6)

where the worldline integrals Ii , i = 1, . . . , 15, are given
in the Appendix B, both in the naive, unregulated, form and
in the regulated form which is needed in order to compute
them unambiguously, following the recipe given in the forth-
coming Sect. 3.1. To facilitate the comparison with earlier
results, for the integrals we use the same conventions as in
Ref. [44].

3.1 Dimensional regularization of the transition amplitude

The presence of derivative interactions make some of the
Feynman diagrams, which contribute to the correlators listed
above, superficially divergent and a priori ambiguous. Thus,
we need to provide a regularization scheme to compute them.
In the present manuscript we use and extend the version of
Dimensional Regularization introduced in [37]. The main
recipe is the dimensional extension of the compact world-
line direction −1 ≤ τ =: t0 ≤ 0, with the addition of D
extra infinite dimensions, t = (t1, . . . , t D), i.e. the generic
worldline integral gets generalized as

∫ 0

−1
dτ →

∫
dD+1t. (3.7)

The kinetic action for the qμ fluctuations thus becomes

S2[q] = 1

2β

∫
dD+1t δμν ∂aq

μ∂aq
ν (3.8)

where ∂aqμ := ∂
∂ta q

μ, and ta = (τ, t). Hence, the regu-
larized Green’s function for the fluctuations qμ satisfies the
(1 + D)-dimensional Green’s equation,

∂a∂a�(t, s) =: aa�(t, s) = �gh(t, s) = δ(τ, σ )δ(D)(t − s)
(3.9)

and, in the limit D → 0, reduces to the unregulated Green’s
function—see Appendix A for details on the Green’s func-
tions and conventions. Along with the previous rule, on the
line we must also deal with a non-trivial background path.
Since the extra dimensions are infinite and translation invari-
ant, the background is taken to be non-trivial only on the
compact direction, where we keep using the straight path
described above in Eq. (2.10). Thus, in the regulated world-
line, we have the following split between background and
quantum fluctuations,

xμ(t) = −ξμτ + qμ(t)

∂ax
μ(t) = −ξμδ0

a + ∂aq
μ(t).

(3.10)

An important feature of the worldline version of DR is the use
of integration by parts (i.b.p.’s). While on the extra dimen-
sions i.b.p.’s is guaranteed (without boundary terms), thanks
to Poincaré invariance, on the compact dimension more care
is needed. On the one hand, the propagator �(t, s) van-
ishes at the end points of the compact direction, on both
variables τ and σ , so the presence of underived propagators
inside the integral ensures that no boundary terms are picked
up upon i.b.p.’s. However, the derivatives of the propagator
•�(t, s) and �•(t, s) only vanish at the end points, on the
variable not involved in the derivative, i.e. σ and τ respec-
tively. When the two variables coincide, t = s, the regulated
time derivative vanishes at the end points, whereas the unreg-
ulated time derivative is discontinuous there, as we point out
in Appendix A. One last, yet important, rule is the use of the
Green’s equation (3.9) at the regulated level, whose legiti-
macy was originally shown in Ref. [37].

With this bag of tricks it is thus possible to unambiguously
compute any worldline integral generated in the perturbative
expansion of the nonlinear sigma model involved in the tran-
sition amplitude (2.8), i.e. for the wordline path integral on
the line, in the same way as it was earlier done for path inte-
grals on the circle, which are linked to one-loop effective
actions in curved space.

Below, in order to clarify some details of how DR
explicitely works for the computation of the transition ampli-
tude, we give a few paradigmatic examples.

Let us start with the integral

I1 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ

[
τ 2 (•�• + ••�

) + � − 2τ •�
]
|τ (3.11)
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which involves equal time contractions, and double deriva-
tives and ghosts which separately yield divergent contribu-
tions. The worldline dimensional extension provides the pre-
scription

I1 →
∫

dt
[
τ 2 (a�a + aa�) + � − 2τ a�

]
|t . (3.12)

The second and third term are unambiguous and can be com-
puted directly at the unregulated level using the Green’s func-
tions (A.11). In order to treat the first addendum one uses the
identity (a�a + aa�)|t = 0(0�|t ) = •(•�|t ) discussed in
the Appendix A, and originally derived in Ref. [37]. Thus, by
performing an integration by parts, which is allowed because,
at the regulated level, •�|t vanishes at both endpoints, one
gets

I1 →
∫

dt [� − 4τ a�] |t

→
∫ 0

−1
dτ

[
� − 4τ •�

] |τ = −1

2
. (3.13)

This rule is sufficient to unambiguously computed all the
single integrals Ii , i = 1, . . . , 9, whose numerical result is
reported in Appendix B.

Double integrals, which appear in the contraction 〈S2
4 〉conn ,

are obviously more involved, though mostly straightforward.
In order to better clarify how DR works, let us point out a
few a priori tricky passages, by detailing the computation of
the integrals I10 and I14. For the former, we have

I10 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ

∫ 0

−1
dσ

[
2τ 2 (•�• •�• − ••��••) σ 2

+ 4τ 2(•�)2 − 8τ 2•� •�•σ + 2�2 − 8��•σ

+ 4τ� •�•σ + 4τ •��•σ
]
. (3.14)

Again, the ambiguous parts are those which involve double
derivatives on the same Green’s functions, i.e. the first, third
and sixth terms. At the dimensionally extended level it reads

I10 →
∫

dt
∫

ds

[
2τ 2 (a�b a�b − aa��bb) σ 2

+ 4τ 2(a�)2 − 8τ 2
a� a�0 σ + 2�2 − 8��0 σ

+ 4τ� 0�0 σ + 4τ 0��0 σ

]
(3.15)

Firstly, note that there are terms where the derivative does not
get dimensionally extended; the reason is that in those cases
there is a contraction with a background field velocity, which
is ∂axμ(t)|bg = −δ0

aξ
μ—see Eq. (3.10). Thus, for instance,

�a∂axμ|bg = −�0 ξμ and only the derivative with respect

the compact direction remains on the Green’s function. On
the first term we can integrate by parts the ta and tb deriva-
tives of the first addendum till we reach an expression which
cancels the ghost contribution. The leftover reads

∫
dt

∫
ds

[
− 4τ 2

a� a�0 σ + 4τ 0��bb σ 2
]
, (3.16)

where the first contribution just renormalizes the coefficient
of the third term of (3.15), whereas the second contribution
can be easily computed, since at regulated DR level one can
safely use the Green’s equation, as shown in [37], and then
remove the regularization. Thus,

∫
dt

∫
ds 4τ 0��bb σ 2 = 4

∫ 0

−1
dτ τ 3 •�|τ = 3

10
.

(3.17)

The third term involves the expression τ 2
a� a�0 σ =

τ 2 1
2 (a�

2)0 σ , which can be integrated by parts on the right
variable, since a�

2 vanishes at both endpoints on the right
variable: it provides a term equal (apart for the coefficient)
to the second one. Similarly, the sixth term can be integrated
by parts with respect to, say, the left variable, and provides a
contribution equal to (minus) the last term and one which is
half of the fifth one.

I10 → 3

10
+

∫
dt

∫
ds

[
4τ 2(a�)2 − 12τ 2

a� a�0 σ

+ 2�2 − 12��0 σ
]

→ 3

10
+

∫
dt

∫
ds

[
10τ 2(a�)2 + 8�2

]

→ 3

10
+

∫ 0

−1
dτ

∫ 0

−1
dσ

[
10τ 2 (•�)2 + 8�2

]
= 1,

(3.18)

where we have used again integration by parts to get rid of the
double derivative and then have removed the regularization
in the final unambiguous form.

Let us now focus on the integral I14 which presents a little
subtlety, that is worth it to discuss. The first term in I14,
which involves ghost contributions, can be dealt with as in
the previous example. The second term reads

I14,2 :=
∫ 0

−1
dτ

∫ 0

−1
dσ�|τ •�• •� •�|σ

→
∫

dt
∫

ds �|t a�0 a� 0�|s . (3.19)

Thus, by integration by parts we can remove the second
derivative in the second Green’s function. However, note that
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this would produce a second derivative on the last Green’s
function, i.e.

I14,2 → − 1
2

∫
dt

∫
ds �|t (a�)2

0(0�|s) (3.20)

which must be held with care. In fact, at the unregulated
level, the expression •�|τ gets periodically extended beyond
the interval (−1, 0), but is discontinuous at both end points.
Thus, its derivative involves delta functions at the endpoints,
and could not a priori be set to unity. However, it is integrated
with a smooth function which vanishes at both endpoints, and
one can thus safely set it to unity—see Appendix A for a more
detailed explanations. Hence,

I14,2 = − 1
2

∫ 0

−1
dτ

∫ 0

−1
dσ�|τ (•�)2 = 1

90
, (3.21)

where we have used the expressions given in Eq. (A.11). In
turn, the above rules implies that, for example, the last term
of I14 can be quite easily computed, i.e.

I14,7 :=
∫ 0

−1
dτ

∫ 0

−1
dσ (•�• + ••�)|τ (•�• + ••�)|σ �2

→
∫

dt
∫

ds 0(0�|t ) 0(0�|s) �2

→
∫ 0

−1
dτ

∫ 0

−1
dσ �2 = 1

90
. (3.22)

All other terms can be treated in a similar way.
Let us conclude with a few comments on the other double

integrals, which can be straightforwardly computed with the
rules described above. Of those, I13 and I15—although they
are less subtle to compute than the ones described before,
due to the more straightforward application of integration
by parts—are the only ones which give different results as
compared to other regularization schemes. In fact, they are
the only ones which are genuinely, at least, two loops, i.e.
they do not involve equal time loops as all the others.

Thus, with the results listed in the Appendix B for the
integrals Ii , one can immediately check that the expression
given in Eq. 3.2 correctly reproduces the three-loop transition
amplitude (see e.g. [44]), provided the counterterm potential
is fixed to be

VDR = 1

8
R. (3.23)

4 Conclusions and outlook

In the present manuscript we have extended the application
of worldline dimensional regularization to path integrals in

curved spaces defined on the line, i.e. with open bound-
ary conditions, as opposed to previous constructions, which
focused on path integrals with periodic boundary conditions.
Specific rules of application of such regularization method
are explained, using a three-loop computation of the particle
transition amplitude.

The simplicity of the counterterm potential associated to
dimensional regularization—which, unlike other schemes,
only involves covariant terms—may help in the use of such
formalism to obtain open line (and one loop) master formu-
las with an arbitrary number of gravitons, though the need
of integration by parts to remove divergences may somehow
complicate the straightforwardness of the method. Moreover,
in general, in the worldline computation of scattering ampli-
tudes involving gravitons, one of the main complications
comes from fact that the particle coordinates are coupled to
the curved metric in a generic (non linear) way. As mentioned
above in Sect. 2, the scalar potential may involve couplings
to the scalar curvature, which is thus renormalized by the
regularization counterterm, i.e. Ṽ = (α + 1

8 )R. Therefore,
graviton vertex operators become increasingly complicated
as the number of gravitons grows. However, an exceptionally
simple case occurs when the scalar potential is cancelled by
the DR counterterm (i.e. α = − 1

8 ), giving rise to a particle
action where the coupling to gravity is linear, so only a single-
graviton vertex operator is present. In this worldline-minimal
scenario—which is the one adopted in the classical scatter-
ing computations of Ref. [31]—our DR regularization would
provide a quite helpful simplification. However, as pointed
out, for the scalar particle such coupling is a very special
one. On the other hand, for a Dirac particle coupled to grav-
ity, which in the worldline approach, can be described by an
N = 1 supersymmetric particle in curved space, the hamil-
tonian is computed from the square of the supersymmetry
operator which produces a scalar curvature term that exactly
cancels the DR counterterm and leaves a linear coupling to
gravity. It would be thus desirable to extend our open-line
construction to a spinning particle in curved space.
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Appendix A: conventions and Green’s functions

Throughout the manuscript we use the following conventions

[∇μ,∇ν

]
V σ = Rμν

σ
ρV

ρ (A.1)

Rμν = Rμσ
σ

ρ (A.2)

i.e. we take spheres with negative scalar curvature.
In the dimensionally extended worldline the Green’s func-

tion for the coordinate fluctuations—which have Dirichlet
boundary conditions on the compact direction—reads

〈
qμ(t)qν(s)

〉 = −βδμν�(t, s) (A.3)

which satisfies the equation

aa�(t, s) = δ(τ, σ )δ(D)(t − s). (A.4)

Henceforth, we denote the derivative with respect to the left
variable ∂/∂ta with a left subscript a, and the derivative with
respect to the right variable ∂/∂sa with a right subscript a,
i.e.

∂
∂ta �(t, s) =: a�(t, s) (A.5)
∂

∂sa �(t, s) =: �a(t, s) (A.6)

∂2

∂ta∂sb
�(t, s) =: a�b(t, s). (A.7)

In momentum space the Green’s function can be written as

�(t, s) =
∫

dDk

(2π)D

∞∑
n=1

−2

(πn)2 + kD
sin(πnτ)

× sin(πnσ)eik·(t−s), (A.8)

which implies the following helpful identity

a�|t := a�(t, t) = δa0
•�|t (A.9)

where left (right) bullet indicates derivative with respect to
the left (right) compact time variable—note that the expres-
sion (A.9) only depends upon τ = t0. Thus,

(a�a + aa�)|t = 0(0�|t ) = •(•�|t ) (A.10)

as was discussed, in more detail, in Ref. [37]. Since the reg-
ularization procedure prescribes to manipulate the integral

expressions at the regulated level till unambiguous expres-
sions are reached, which can be computed safely going to the
unregulated limit D → 0, it is helpful to report the functional
form of the Green’s functions in such limit, i.e.

�(τ, σ ) = τ(σ + 1)ϑ(τ − σ) + σ(τ + 1)ϑ(σ − τ),

•�(τ, σ ) = σ + ϑ(τ − σ), �•(τ, σ ) = τ + ϑ(σ − τ),

�|τ = τ(τ + 1),

•�|τ = τ + 1
2 .

(A.11)

From the latter it would be tempting to conclude that,

•(•�|t ) D→0−→ 1. (A.12)

However, here a few clarification are in order. The regulated
Fourier series (A.8) vanishes at the end point, and so does
•�|t . At the unregulated level the sum of the series must be
periodically extended outside the interval (−1, 0), thus •�|τ
is discontinuous at τ = 0,−1. Therefore its derivative has
a singular (delta function like) part, at the boundary points.
On the other hand, if the left hand side of (A.12) multiplies
an expression which vanishes at the boundary points, then it
can be safely taken to be equal to 1, which is what we do in
various integrals below.

Appendix B: List of regulated integrals

In this section we give the list of worldline integrals which
appear in our three-loop calculation. We express them in the
naive, unregulated form, and in the regulated form (the arrow
indicates the passage between the two forms), and give their
final numerical result which, using the rules described above,
can be straightforwardly obtained.

I1 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ

[
τ 2 (•�• + ••�

) + � − 2τ •�
]
|τ

→
∫

dt
[
τ 2 (a�a + aa�) + � − 2τ 0�

]
|t = −1

2
(B.1)

I2 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ

[
�

(•�• + ••�
) − (•�

)2
]
|τ

→
∫

dt
[
�(a�a + aa�) − (a�)2

]
|t = −1

4
(B.2)

I3 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ

[
τ 3 (•�• + ••�

) + τ� − 2τ 2 •�
]
|τ

→
∫

dt
[
τ 3 (a�a + aa�) + τ� − 2τ 2

0�
]
|t = 1

2
(B.3)

I4 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ

[
τ�

(•�• + ••�
) − τ(•�)2

]
|τ
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→
∫

dt
[
τ� (a�a + aa�) − τ(a�)2

]
|t = 1

8
(B.4)

I5 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ

[
τ 4 (•�• + ••�

) + τ 2� − 2τ 3 •�
]
|τ

→
∫

dt
[
τ 4 (a�a + aa�) + τ 2� − 2τ 3

0�
]
|t = −1

2
(B.5)

I6 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ

[
τ 2�

(•�• + ••�
) + �2 − 2τ •��

]
|τ

→
∫

dt
[
τ 2�(a�a + aa�) + �2 − 2τ 0��

]
|t = 0

(B.6)

I7 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ

[
τ 2�

(•�• + ••�
) − τ 2(•�)2

]
|τ

→
∫

dt
[
τ 2�(a�a + aa�) − τ 2(a�)2

]
|t = − 1

12
(B.7)

I8 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ

[
�2 (•�• + ••�

) − (•�)2�
]
|τ

→
∫

dt
[
�2 (a�a + aa�) − (a�)2�

]
|t = 1

24
(B.8)

I9 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ�|τ = −1

6
(B.9)

I10 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ

∫ 0

−1
dσ

[
2τ 2 (•�• •�• − ••��••) σ 2

+ 4τ 2(•�)2 − 8τ 2•� •�•σ + 2�2

− 8��•σ + 4τ� •�•σ + 4τ •��•σ
]

→
∫

dt
∫

ds
[
2τ 2 (a�b a�b − aa��bb) σ 2

+ 4τ 2(a�)2 − 8τ 2
a� a�0 σ + 2�2

− 8��0 σ + 4τ� 0�0 σ + 4τ 0��0 σ
]

= 1 (B.10)

I11 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ

∫ 0

−1
dσ

[
τ(•�• + ••�)|τ�(•�• + ••�)|σ σ

+ τ •�|τ •�• •�|σ σ

− 2τ(•�• + ••�)|τ�• •�|σ σ + �|τ •�• �|σ
+ •�|τ � •�|σ − 2�|τ •� •�|σ
+ 2τ(•�• + ••�)|τ�• �|σ + 2τ •�|τ •� •�|σ
− 2τ(•�• + ••�)|τ� •�|σ − 2τ •�|τ •�• �|σ

]

→
∫

dt
∫

ds
[
τ(a�a + aa�)|t �(b�b + bb�)|s σ

+ τ�b|t a�b �b|sσ
− 2τ(a�a + aa�)|t �b �b|s σ + �|t 0�0 �|s
+ 0�|t � 0�|s − 2�|t 0� 0�|s
+ 2τ(a�a + aa�)|t �0 �|s + 2τ a�|t a� 0�|s

− 2τ(a�a + aa�)|t � 0�|s − 2τ a�|t a�0 �|s
]

= − 1

12
(B.11)

I12 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ

∫ 0

−1
dσ

[
τ 2�|σ

(•�• •�• − ••��••)

+ (�•)2�|σ − 2τ�• •�• �|σ
+ τ 2(•�)2(•�• + ••�)|σ
+ �2(•�• + ••�)|σ − 2τ� •�(•�• + ••�)|σ
− 2τ 2•� •�• �•|σ − 2��• �•|σ + 2τ� •�• �•|σ
+ 2τ •��• �•|σ

]

→
∫

dt
∫

ds
[
τ 2�|s (a�b a�b − aa��bb)

+ (�b)
2�|s − 2τ�b a�b �|s

+ τ 2(a�)2(a�b + aa�)|s
+ �2(a�b + aa�)|s − 2τ� a�(a�b + aa�)|s+
− 2τ 2

a� a�b �b|s − 2��b �b|s + 2τ� a�b �b|s
+ 2τ a��b �b|s

]
= 1

6
(B.12)

I13 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ

∫ 0

−1
dσ

[
τσ�

(•�• •�• − ••��••)

− τσ •��• •�•

+ �2 •�• − � •��• + 2τ�• (•�)2 − 2τ� •� •�•]

→
∫

dt
∫

ds
[
τσ� (a�b a�b − aa��bb)

− τσ a��b a�b + �2
a�b − � a��b

+ 2τ�b (a�)2 − 2τ� a� a�b

]
= 0 (B.13)

I14 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ

∫ 0

−1
dσ

[
�|τ�|σ

(•�• •�• − ••��••)

− 4�|τ •�• •� •�|σ + 2�|τ (•�• + ••�)|σ (•�)2

+ 2•�|τ� •�• •�|σ
+ 2•�|τ •��• •�|σ − 4•�|τ (•�• + ••�)|σ � •�

+ (•�• + ••�)|τ (•�• + ••�)|σ �2
]

→
∫

dt
∫

ds
[
�|t�|s (a�b a�b − aa��bb)

− 4�|t a�b a��b|s + 2�|t (b�b + bb�)|s (a�)2

+ 2�b|t� a�b �b|s
+ 2�b|t a��b �b|s − 4�a |t (b�b + bb�)|s � a�

+ (a�a + aa�)|t (b�b + bb�)|s�2
]

= − 1

12
(B.14)
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I15 =
∫ 0

−1
dτ

∫ 0

−1
dσ

[
�2 (•�• •�• − ••��••)

+ (•�)2(�•)2 − 2� •��• •�•]

→
∫

dt
∫

ds
[
�2 (a�b a�b − aa��bb)

+ (a�)2(�b)
2 − 2� a��b a�b

]
= 0. (B.15)
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